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Barnett quad 400 crossbow manual

Lastmanuals offers a socially driven service of sharing, storing and searching manuals related to the use of hardware and software: manual, manual, quick start guide, technical datasheets ... REMEMBER: ALWAYS READ THE USER'S GUIDE BEFORE YOU !!! BUY IF this document matches the user manual, manual,
or user guide, feature sets, schematics you're looking for, download it now. Lastmanuals gives you quick and easy access to the BARNETT CROSSBOWS QUAD 400 guide. We hope this BARNETT CROSSBOWS QUAD 400 user guide will be useful to you. Lastmanuals help download the BARNETT CROSSBOWS
QUAD 400 user guide. BARNETT CROSSBOWS QUAD 400 : Download the complete user manual (132 Ko) Manual abstract: user guide BARNETT KRUISBOOGS QUAD 400 Detailed user manual is in the user manual. [. . . ] This does not guarantee total safety, as with any other mechanical device, as no safety
device is a substitute for common sense and safe operation. The crossbow trigger is only to pull when safety is in fire position and never when it is in the safe position or somewhere between safe and fire. Do not try to change or change the safety or trigger mechanism. When the trigger is pulled before safety is released,
safety cannot be released. To correct this, push the trigger forward, then allow the safety to catch. [. . . ] Note: The portion on the string has a line on each side of the flight surface marked in the factory. After attaching the crossbow, make sure that the marks on the string are displayed equal to each side of the trigger
mechanism. When resting your crossbow highlight the portion of the string, on each side of the flight track at rest, where the string leaves the flight surface (track) and apply Barnett Lubewax to the string serve and track surface. Pillar retainer When loaded, the arrow should lie flat in the flight coarse. The arrow holding
the spring must not be turned to the left or right and must only apply sufficient pressure to the back of the arrow to hold it in place. At this point, the arrow should be directly parallel to the flight forest. We recommend using Barnett arrows specially crafted for your Barnett crossbow. 9 Loading your crossbow 1. ) Place the
arrow forward under the front view bracket and place the arrow on the flight surface. When using arrows with crescent nocks, make sure that the odd colored fletch is placed in the flight coarse and that the concaved nock is parallel to the string. 2. ) Slide the arrow back under the arrow while retaining spring and
completely into the trigger mechanism. The arrow retaining the spring shall only apply sufficient pressure to hold the arrow in place without lifting it out of position on the flight surface. Firing your crossbow To fire the arrow from your crossbow: 1. ) Point the crossbow in a safe direction. MAKE SURE YOU YOUR
FINGERS UNDER THE FRONT END (FLIGHT TRACK) WHILE SHOOTING. Note photos under CORRECT CORRECT CORRECT CORRECT THIS prevents your hands from being struck by the string as it travels forward. The speed of the string hitting your fingers will cause serious injury. Unloading your crossbow By
far, the easiest way to un-cock a strained crossbow is to fire an arrow into a target or into the ground away from debris, loose rocks or other people. 10 Sighting-In the Crossbow Using the rear peep sight and front sight pins: 1. ) Place the first face pin near the top of the front sight bracket. If the first shot is above the bulls
eye, move the pin up (or down if the shot is under the bulls eye). 3. ) If the first shot is on the left side of the bulls eye, screw the pin to the left (or right if the shot is to the right) TIP: Move the pin in the direction of the error, follow the arrow. Continue this way until you have three consecutive shots in the bulls' eye. Repeat
this procedure with the other pin, starting near the bottom of the sight bracket. It is recommended to see the bottom pin in the range of 30 to 35yard. Arrow selection and correct flight Due to the unique design of your Barnett crossbow, it is necessary that only certain arrows are used. These arrows are correctly weighted
to absorb the high energy generated by the composite design. [. . . ] Our liability extends to parts, labour and return transport to the consumer. Not covered: strings, cables, arrows, transportation of the product to our Service Center; damage caused by misuse, modification or failure to perform normal maintenance; or
other costs, consequential damage, accidental damage, or incidental costs, including damage to property or persons. This guarantee gives you specific legal rights and you also have other rights that vary from state to state. Warranty registration card must be sent within 10 days of purchase to validate the warranty. 14 To
obtain service: Call for a return authorization number prior to sending the device and write the RA# on the outside of the package. Return the device to an authorized Service Center or directly to the factory. [. . . ] DISCLAIMER DOWNLOADING THE USER GUIDE BARNETT CROSSBOW QUAD 400Lastmanuals
provides a socially driven service of sharing, storing and searching manuals related to the use of hardware and software : manual, manual, quick start guide, technical datasheets ... Lastmanuals cannot be held responsible in any way if the document you are looking for is not available, incomplete, in any language other
than yours, or if it is whether the language does not match the description. Lastmanuals, for example, does not offer a translation service. Click Download the manual at the end of this contract if you accept the terms, will download the manual BARNETT CROSSBOWS QUAD 400 400 Pros: - Insert for installing a handcrank cocking device - Ability to choose between 4 x 32mm scope or red dot scope, depending on your preferences Cons: - Base package does not include cocking device (I recommend you to get it, it's extra long) - Limbs and bolts are prone to fracture - Strings fray easySmall Game Hunting? Deer, Elk hunt? Moose,
Bear Hunting? Shoot at target? Today Online Prices: Compare prices also recommended: Best Barnett Crossbows Welcome to this review of the Barnett Quad 400 crossbow. Each package delivered barnett by includes the following items: The Barnett Quad 400 Crossbow Quick-detach quiver 3 arrows 4 x 32mm scope
or premium red dot scope (depending on the package) Manual Warranty Card Assembling The Crossbow Barnett's Quad 400 crossbow is relatively easy to assemble. The bow assembly is prestrung, so all it takes is to attach the arch assembly to the stock, attach the tube, and mount the scope. All in all, it took me less
than 15 minutes to put the crossbow together and have it ready to see in and shoot. If you buy the optional hand-walled device, add another 5 minutes to your assembly time. Note: The Barnett Quad 400 had a spot on our best crossbow list between Jule 2014 and December 2016. Accuracy and power The 4 x 32mm
scope that came with my Quad 400 was almost zero (observed in) out of the box, so it only took me a few minutes of fine-tuning. This crossbow is a quick shot, swinging arrows at a whopping 345 fps with 106 ft.-lbs. Energy. Once I saw the crossbow, I tested the consistency of my groupings. At 25 yards, I was able to
hold less than 1 grouping, and held 2-3 for 50 yards. I was quite impressed with the consistent accuracy of the crossbow. At 106 ft.-lbs. from kinetic energy, the arrow almost knocked my target over during my first shot. Then I set up a second foam goal behind the first, and saw my arrows embed themselves in the goal. I
had to remove the arrows from the back of the target, they went so far in! Ballistic data for the Barnett Quad 400 Speed Reduction Kinetic Energy Hunting Requirements Your actual results will vary slightly depending on the weather, and significantly change with arrow weight. Check out our crossbow ballistics guides
section for a full understanding of how we conducted our tests and why this data is important. Hunting: What to expect The Barnett Quad 400 is suitable for most small to medium sized game, which means you should be able to hunt rabbits, deer and smaller elk with it. Unfortunately, Barnett doesn't have a pendulum with
this model, so you'll have to invest in an after-market sling for wearing the through the woods. My first hunting trip with the Quad 400 was for wild boar. From 40 meters, I was able to take down a 200-pound pig with one bolt. He didn't walk more than 10 meters. Metres. he stopped charging and fell to the ground. On
another hunting trip, I was able to bag a 10-point buck with the Quad 400. If you are looking for small game hunting, such as rabbits, this may not be the best crossbow for the job. Because of its strength, the crossbow is louder than less powerful arches, and the rabbits tend to crouch or jump out of the way as soon as
they hear the string. Finally, this crossbow is quite heavy to take with it. Purchasing and installing a padded sling would certainly be in your best interest if you choose this as a yacht bow. Kinetic energy of the Barnett Quad 400 Of course, what you really need to know when deciding whether an x-bow is good for hunting
is how much power comes with each arrow. Using 400-grain arrows, the Barnett Quad 400 delivers arrows to a sizzling 345 FPS, which translates to 106 ft. lbs. kinetic energy at point empty range. Of course, most photos will probably fall out of the empty range point, so you should know that you lose about a few ft. lbs.
kinetic energy for each yard out of point blank range. For example, a shot of 30 feet would have about 98 ft. lbs. of kinetic energy, more than enough power to kill even the toughest game, such as Cape buffalo or grizzly bears. Use our arrowballistic calculator for more valuable information. Cocking The Barnett Quad 400
The towing weight on the Quad 400 is 150 pounds, so you'd do well to invest the extra money in the optional hand-crank-based device. With this installed, the tightening of the arch can be done easily and without any back or shoulder tension. If you don't want to spend the money on the hand-crank-based device, at least
a rope-toeing device. This will help you pull the string evenly, improve the accuracy of your shots and prolong the life of the limbs. I recommend the Jandao cocking aid (amazon.com link) because it is affordable and extra long compared to other models. The Crossbow Scope The scope that comes with the Quad 400 is
fairly simple and not powered, if you buy with the 4 x 32mm scope. The red dot scope is another option, if you plan to hunt usually close up. As explained earlier, the 4 x 32mm scope was usually observed in when I unboxed the arc, and it took me only 3 shots before it was fully observed in. Check out our detailed guide
on how to see your crossbow Bolts, Barnett ships of the Quad 400 with 3 22 arrows. The arrows are by no means excellent, but they are very good for sighting in scope and target shooting. For the hunt, I switched to Carbon Express 22 with broadheads. Barnett specifies 22 bolts on 400 grains, but I shot 425-grain arrows
with consistent results. As usual, you should never shoot an arrow lower than the manufacturer recommends. You also learn about crossbow crossbow and take a look at our broadhead safety and design recommendations In safety and design is where problems creep in with this arch. After about 30 shots, I noticed my
thong starting to fray. After 50 shots, I inspected my string and found that 4 of the strands had completely broken. My problems, though, were minimal compared to some of my hunting friends' problems. One of my hunting friends had just started seeing in his Quad 400 when the one of the limbs broke completely.

Another saw the bolts with the bow mounting to snap the stock, and yet another had his Anti-Dry Fire (ADF) mechanism fail. Warranty As with other Barnett crossbows, these arch ships with a 5-year warranty that does not cover string breakage or damage caused by misuse of the crossbow. This is unfortunate, given the
penchant Barnett has crossbows for breaking the strings. Barnett customer service is pretty good, though, and if you get one of their representatives on a good day, they'll sometimes send replacement strings for free. Which Crossbow Case fits the Barnett Quad 400? The SKB Hunter Series Crossbow Case is a pretty
hard case option for almost $300. Of course, the soft Barnett Case (Model 17083) is at the lower end of the price spectrum. Even with the lower price it has the space needed for large scopes and vibrates. Barnett Quad 400 Crossbow Review – Summary We hope this review of the Barnett Quad 400 crossbow has
provided you with the information you need to make a purchase decision. When this crossbow is good, it is very, very good, bringing down pigs and deer with ease. But if it's bad, it's dangerous. Reports of people almost losing fingers or eyes from limbs breaking and breaking strings are everywhere. Unless you are very
confident of your luck or your ability to jump out of the way quickly enough to avoid injury, it might be worth paying a little more for a crossbow with a better safety record. Take a look at today's amazon.com prize on this crossbow. Crossbow.
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